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ABSTRACT
Large-scale data centers leverage virtualization technology
to achieve excellent resource utilization, scalability, and high
availability. Ideally, the performance of an application running inside a virtual machine (VM) shall be independent
of co-located applications and VMs that share the physical
machine. However, adverse interference effects exist and are
especially severe for data-intensive applications in such virtualized environments. In this work, we present TRACON,
a novel Task and Resource Allocation CONtrol framework
that mitigates the interference effects from concurrent dataintensive applications and greatly improves the overall system performance. TRACON utilizes modeling and control
techniques from statistical machine learning and consists of
three major components: the interference prediction model
that infers application performance from resource consumption observed from different VMs, the interference-aware
scheduler that is designed to utilize the model for effective
resource management, and the task and resource monitor
that collects application characteristics at the runtime for
model adaption. We simulate TRACON with a wide variety of data-intensive applications including bioinformatics,
data mining, video processing, email and web servers, etc.
The evaluation results show that TRACON can achieve up
to 50% improvement on application runtime, and up to 80%
on I/O throughput for data-intensive applications in virtualized data centers.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has achieved tremendous success in offering Infrastructure/Platform/Software as a Service, in an
on-demand fashion, to a large number of clients. This is evident in the popularity of cloud software services, e.g., Gmail
and Facebook, and the rapid development of cloud platforms, e.g., Amazon EC2. The key enabling factor for cloud
computing is the virtualization technology, e.g., Xen [4], that
provides an abstraction layer on top of the underlying phys-
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ical resources and allows multiple operating systems and applications to simultaneously run on the same hardware. As
virtual machine monitors (VMM) encapsulate different applications into each separate guest virtual machine (VM), a
cloud provider can leverage VM consolidation and migration
to achieve excellent resource utilization and high availability
in large data centers.
Ideally, an application running inside a VM shall achieve
the performance as it would own a portion of the machine
to itself, that is, independent of co-located applications and
VMs that share the same physical resource. Although extensive work has been done to achieve this so-called performance isolation [21, 25, 29], including various techniques to
ensure CPU fair sharing [20], little attention has been paid
to data-intensive applications that perform complex analytics tasks on a large amount of data, which have become increasingly common in this environment [13]. Traditionally
assuming the exclusive ownership of the physical resources,
these applications are optimized for the hard drive based
storage systems by issuing large sequential reads and writes.
However, this assumption breaks down in a shared, virtualized environment, and subsequently the previously optimized I/O requests are no longer advantageous. To the contrary, multiple data-intensive applications will be in competition for the limited bandwidth and throughput to network
and storage systems, which very likely leads to high I/O
interference and low performance. In this case, the combined effects from concurrent applications, when deployed
on shared resources, are largely difficult to predict, and the
interference as a result of competing I/Os remains problematic to achieve high-performance computing in a virtualized
environment.
In this work, we study the performance effects of co-located
data-intensive applications, and develop TRACON1 , a novel
Task and Resource Allocation CONtrol framework that mitigates the interference from concurrent applications. TRACON leverages modeling and control techniques from statistical machine learning and acts as the core management
scheme for a virtualized environment. The evaluation shows
that TRACON can achieve up to 50% improvement on application runtime and up to 80% on I/O throughput for dataintensive applications.
1
In aviation, TRACON stands for Terminal Radar Approach Control facilities, “for example, Potomac TRACON
handles air traffic going into and out of all the airports
around Washington D.C., Baltimore, MD, and Richmond,
VA.” Source: http://www.faa.gov.

The main contributions of our work are two-fold:
• We characterize the I/O interference from multiple
concurrent data-intensive applications in a virtualized
environment, and build interference prediction models
that reason about application performance in the event
of varied levels of I/O interference. While prior work
has extensively studied the VM interference on CPUs,
caches, and main memory [21, 22, 29], we address
the new challenges that arise when modeling dataintensive applications in virtualized data centers. Our
statistical models profile the performance of a target
application, when running against a set of benchmarks,
to infer both the runtime and I/O throughput of the
application. We propose to employ nonlinear models
that are critical to capture the bursty I/O patterns in
data-intensive applications. Our models can adapt in
the runtime when it is detected that they no longer
accurately model the application’s performance. This
design utilizes the application characteristics, observed
from the VMs, and maintains a low system overhead.
• We develop a management system TRACON for a virtualized data center to mitigate the interference effects from co-located data-intensive applications. To
achieve this goal, we incorporate the proposed nonlinear interference prediction models into TRACON and
by doing so, the system can make optimized scheduling decisions that lead to significant improvements in
both application performance and resource utilization.
We conduct a comprehensive set of experiments on different combinations of data-intensive applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section introduces the virtualization technology and illustrates the performance degradation caused by I/O interference. Section 3 introduces TRACON system architecture,
and presents the modeling and scheduling techniques for interference reduction. The evaluation setup and results are
presented in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

2.

BACKGROUND

Virtualized data centers are the most common cloud computing platforms. In this work, we focus on Xen and its
notable paravirtualization technique, where the Xen VMM
works as a hardware abstraction layer to guest operating
systems with the modified kernels. Note that Xen also supports hardware-assisted full virtualization that emulates the
host hardware for unmodified operating systems. In paravirtualization, the VMM is in charge of resource control and
management, including CPU time scheduling, routing hardware interrupt events, allocating memory space, etc. In addition, a driver domain (Dom0) that has the native drivers
of host hardware performs the I/O operations on behalf of
guest domains (DomU ). Fig. 1 depicts a typical Xen I/O
architecture, where each guest domain uses a virtual device
driver (frontend) in cooperation with a corresponding module (backend) and the native driver in the driver domain to
accomplish I/O operations.

2.1

VM Interference

When multiple VMs are running on the same physical machine, severals factors contribute to the degraded application
performance, including virtualization overheads and the imperfect performance isolation between VMs. As cloud ap-
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Figure 1: Xen I/O architecture. Solid lines represent the I/O channels for data transmission.
Host hardware interrupts are controlled and routed
through VMM and depicted as dashed lines
plications become increasingly data centric, we shall address
additional challenges of the I/O interference when running
data-intensive applications in such virtualized environments.
In the following example, we illustrate this problem using
the data collected on a machine managed by Xen, where
two applications, App1 and App2, run in two separate VMs,
V M 1 and V M 2, respectively. The evaluation environment
will be described in detail in Section 4. In the first scenario
(the first row in Table 1), App1 is a CPU-intensive program
(Calc) that performs algorithmic calculations in VM1 and
its runtimes are measured when program in VM2 is a CPUintensive, data-intensive, both CPU- and data-intensive, or
CPU- and data-moderate program. We normalize App1 runtimes to that of App1 running alone, that is, normalize to
without interference. In the second scenario (the second row
in Table 1), App1 is a data-intensive program (SeqRead)
that sequentially reads a large file.
Table 1: Normalized App1 runtime in VM1 while
running various App2 in VM2

XXX
XXApp2
XX
App1
X
Calc
SeqRead

CPU
High
1.96
1.03

I/O
High
1.26
10.23

CPU &
Medium
1.77
1.78

I/O
High
2.52
16.11

As illustrated in Table 1 , while two CPU-intensive applications show performance slowdowns, the result is not unexpected. In this case, because both VMs are multiplexed on
the same CPU, the runtime of App1 is simply doubled due
to Xen’s fair credit scheduling. However, for a data-intensive
program, performance interference is much more severe and
unpredictable. For example, while App1(SeqRead) experiences little change in performance when App2 has a heavy
CPU consumption, it slows down by 10 times when App2
is performing a similar task and competing for I/O devices.
Furthermore, because the driver domain handles I/O operations on behalf of unprivileged guest domains [25, 31],
the interference can become even more severe when App2
demands both CPU and I/O resources - App1 is 16 times
slower in this case. Clearly, a deep understanding of I/O interference is crucial for virtualized data centers to improve
customer experiences and increase resource utilization. In
this work, we build interference prediction models that automatically infer the effects when there exist varied levels
of concurrent I/O operations, and propose novel scheduling
algorithms to minimize the negative impacts of co-located
applications.

2.2

The Challenges with Existing Techniques

Traditional performance modeling [38, 34, 28] and scheduling techniques [7, 33, 36] focus on the computation-intensive
applications and model CPU utilization and performance.
Extensive work has been done to characterize and predict
the I/O performance, mostly in a non-virtualized environment [26, 32, 16].
For VM performance modeling, Wood et al. [37] measure
and use application characteristics to model the virtualization overheads, and Kundu et al. [22] propose an iterative
model training technique based on artificial neural networks
to build models for predicting application performance in
virtualized environments. Similarly, Mei et al. [25] and Pu
et al. [31] study the network traffic interference in virtualized cloud environments. However, it is unclear how the
above work can be utilized to mitigate the I/O interference
for data-intensive applications.
Our work is closely related to Q-Clouds [29] and pSciMapper [39]. Q-Clouds utilizes online feedback to build a multiinput multi-output (MIMO) model to capture the performance interference, and to tune resource allocations to mitigate the performance interference. However, Q-Clouds focuses on the CPU bound workload. pSciMapper is a poweraware consolidation framework for scientific workflows and
builds the models to relate the resource requirements to
performance and power consumption. Note that energyaware scheduling becomes increasingly important in data
centers [27], as the total energy used by the servers is estimated to approach 3% of US electricity consumption [35].
In comparison, TRACON goes further by focusing on the
performance improvement of the whole system. Moreover,
our work investigates data-intensive scientific workflows and
demonstrates the ability to be used in a large scale system
under heavy workloads.

3.

TRACON SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Most cloud service providers utilize a hierarchical management scheme to administer the large quantity of machines [2]. In this environment, each application server has
a similar virtualized environment as shown in Fig. 1, where
VMs are dynamically allocated to run the applications from
the clients. A manager server is responsible for supervising
a group of the application servers, which report their status in a time interval to the manager server. The manager
servers can form a tree-like hierarchy for high scalability.
Given a virtualized environment that consists of a large
number of physical machines and different applications, we
utilize statistical machine learning techniques, in particular statistical modeling for reasoning about the application’s
performance under interference. We share the same philosophy as in [6, 23] that the statistical machine learning will
play an important role in the application and resource management in large-scale data centers.
As the core management scheme for a virtualized environment, TRACON, our Task and Resource Allocation CONtrol framework consists of three major components: 1) the
interference prediction model infers the application performance from the resource consumption observed from multiple VMs; 2) the interference-aware scheduler is designed
to utilize the model and generate optimized assignments of
tasks and physical resources; and 3) the task and resource
monitor that collects application characteristics at the run-
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Figure 2: TRACON system architecture

time and feed to both the model and scheduler. Fig. 2
presents the TRACON architecture and the interactions between different components.
Upon the arrival of the tasks, the scheduler will generate a
number of possible assignments based on the incoming tasks
and the list of available VMs, which will then be communicated to the interference prediction module. This module
uses the constructed models, the application profiles, and
the machine status to predict the interference effects for the
given assignments. Finally, depending on the predictions,
the scheduler makes the scheduling decision and assigns the
tasks to different servers.
On the application servers, the task and resource monitors
will manage the on-going tasks that is assigned to each VM
and collect application characteristics and the performance
interference. In a simple example where two VMs are to
share the host hardware, the monitor measures the resource
utilization of both VMs via existing system tools (e.g., xentop and iostat) while the assigned tasks are running. Xentop
is used to monitor and record the physical CPU utilization
of each domain, because a top command in each domain, including the driver domain, can only get the domain’s virtual
CPU utilization. In addition, because Dom0 performs the
I/O operations on behalf of each guest domain, we use iostat
in Dom0 to monitor and record the resource utilization of
physical storage devices. Note that the resource utilization
monitoring in Dom0 is preferable because system administrators generally do not have access to each guest domain
for security and privacy reasons.

3.1

Interference Prediction Model

On the high level, the interference can be perceived as the
changes in the performance, including the total runtime as
used in prior work [38, 28], and I/O throughput that we have
shown is critical to data-intensive applications. In this work,
we construct the interference prediction models in order to
extrapolate the application performance as a function of the
resource consumption by virtual machines. We apply several
regression analysis techniques that are commonly used for
modeling the relationship between an observed response and
controlled variables [9].
For the data-intensive applications that consume a significant amount of I/O bandwidth and CPU cycles, we choose
to characterize each application by four key parameters (con-

trolled variables), listed in Table 2: the read throughput, the
write throughput, the local CPU utilization in the current
guest VM domain (DomU), and the global CPU utilization
in the virtual machine monitor (Dom0). The first two parameters measure the I/O workload from the target application in terms of the number of requests per second, and the
third is used to model the CPU consumption from data processing of the application. While a model with these three
parameters is a straightforward approach to reason about
an application, such a model is not sufficient to achieve high
accuracy for a virtualized environment, which is the reason
that we introduce the fourth parameter, the global CPU utilization in the virtual machine monitor. Intuitively, because
all the requests from guest VMs are routed through Dom0,
it is crucial to properly account for the CPU consumption
from the I/O handling tasks that are performed in DomU,
as well as in Dom0 that acts on physical devices on behalf
of DomU. If such I/O overheads on CPU utilization were
ignored, the prediction models would produce significantly
larger errors, as we will show in Section 4.
Table 2: Application Characteristics
CPU
Local utilization in DomU
Global utilization in Dom0

I/O
Read requests per second
Write requests per second

In our model, all four parameters can be easily collected
with the help of the TRACON task and resource monitor.
This approach leverages low-overhead system tools and reduces unnecessary interference from system monitoring. We
propose this simple approach to avoid additional changes to
a state-of-art virtualized environment (OS and virtual machine kernels), which we believe can lead to a wide adoption
in current production systems.
In the following, we present three types of models, the
weighted mean method (WMM), the linear model (LM), and
the non-linear model (NLM), for two different responses application runtime and I/O throughput. For simplicity,
we assume that each physical machine supports two virtual
machines (VM1 and VM2), each can be assigned with one
application. For each model, each of these responses relates
to four key parameters for each VM, that is, eight variables
in total, which are the application characteristics in both
virtual machines. For each model, Y (runtime or IOPS)
is the response variable, while XV M 1,i and XV M 2,i where
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the application characteristics on VM1 and
VM2, are the controlled variables.
Weighted mean method is based on the principal component analysis (PCA) [18] that utilizes applied linear algebra to the data set in order to produce a set of uncorrelated
variables, i.e., the principal components that capture most
important dynamics in the data. The assumption is that because the principal components account for most data variances, chances are that they are a good representation of
the data while other variables with smaller variances mostly
contribute to the noise and redundancy. As such, the PCA
is commonly used to deal with complex data sets, as well as
to reduce the high dimensionality in the modeling process.
Our WMM model similar to [21] calculates Euclidean distances between the data points in the space spanned by the
first four principle components. Next, it chooses three nearest data points and uses the reciprocal of their distances as
the weights to get the predicted response. In this work, we

use WMM as the baseline when evaluating the linear and
non-linear models.
Linear models assume there is a linear relationship between the response variable and controlled variables, which
can be formally presented as
Ŷ = c +

4
X
i=1

αi · XV M 1,i +

4
X

βi · XV M 2,i

(1)

i=1

where αi and βi are coefficients and c is a constant. The
error is defined as the difference between the real and expected value, i.e., Y − Ŷ , and the sum of squared errors
P
(SSE) is calculated as (Y − Ŷ )2 .
To obtain a linear model with high prediction accuracy,
one needs to search for a good combination of the constant
c and coefficients αi and βi such that SSE is minimized.
However, in our case, a prediction model that consists of
all eight parameters for two VMs may not necessarily have
the best fit to the observed data. In other words, a model
with fewer inputs may have a higher or equivalent prediction accuracy than a more complex one. To this end, we
use a stepwise algorithm [14] that adds or removes possible
variables one at a time into the model fitting process. After re-fitting the new model, the algorithm will evaluate the
model’s goodness of fit. The process continues iteratively
and in the end outputs the best model among all the candidates. For comparison, the algorithm needs a good metric
to measure a model’s goodness of fit. Although the goal of
a modeling process is to minimize SSE, it is insufficient to
simply use SSEs because of the trade-off between accuracy
and flexibility [9].
To this end, we utilize the concept of Akaike information
criterion (AIC) [1] that is based on the information theory to
provide scores for evaluating such a trade-off. By definition,
AIC can be described as (−2) × loge (maximum likelihood)
+ 2 × (number of parameters), which describes the quality
of a model with regard to the parameters that are selected
by the maximum likelihood method. Note that a lower value
of AIC indicates a better model. In this work, we use the
stepwise algorithm with AIC as the scoring function to help
select a linear model.
Nonlinear models: Our assessment of the linear models reveals that while their prediction accuracy is mostly in
par with the weighted mean method, these models cannot be
considered as a good fit of the observed data. As we focus on
data-intensive applications in this work, the bursty I/O patterns in such applications [15, 10] tend to make the linearity
no longer hold and lead to large prediction errors. The need
for an alternative model to both the weighted mean method
and linear models leads us to explore nonlinear models, in
particular with the degree of two, i.e., quadratic models in
our study.
By expanding the controlled variables XV M 1,i and XV M 2,i
to allP
the terms in theP
expansion of the degree-2 polynomial
(1 + 4i=1 XV M 1,i + 4i=1 XV M 2,i )2 , we can construct an
initial non-linear function of the controlled variables for the
regression as equation (2).
In the non-linear modeling process, we use the GaussNewton method [11] to find the coefficients such that SSE is
minimized. The Gauss-Newton method is an iterative process that gradually updates the parameters to obtain the
optimal solution. Similarly, we use a stepwise algorithm to

choose a non-linear model with the best AIC value. In general, we find that nonlinear models have the best prediction
accuracy compared to the other two methods in predicting
either the runtime or IOPS, as will be shown in Section 4.
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X
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and the combined throughput IOP Stotal as
X
IOP Stotal =
IOP St
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Interference prediction completes one side of the story -

(4)

∀t∈T

i=1

Model training and learning: For a given application,
we generate its interference profile by running it on VM1
while varying the workloads on VM2, for which we develop
a workload generator to exercise both CPU and I/O devices
with different intensities. By doing so, we obtain a collection
of data on interference effects under different background
workloads. For the CPU utilization, the workload generator
executes a set of arithmetic operations in a loop with varied
idle intervals between each iteration so as to the CPU utilization in a guest domain can be controlled in five different
intensities ranging from 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% to 100%. In
the meantime, a storage device is tasked with either read
or write requests. In both cases, the workload generator
reads from or writes to a file. The file is much larger than
the allocated memory size of the guest domain to avoid OS
caching. Similarly, the read requests per second and write
requests per second can also be controlled in five different
intensities ranging from 0% to 100% by adjusting the length
of sleep interval between each iteration. For the purpose of
creating more realistic scenarios, we create in total 125 of
different workloads that serve as the background applications in profiling the interference. Note that we also include
the performance for each application without interference,
that is, the application runs in one VM while the other VM
is idle.
For a cloud platform, our approach can be simply automated when a new application comes in. Further, this
approach supports online learning of the interference prediction model, that is, the model shall be dynamically monitored and modified when it cannot accurately capture the
interference relationships among different applications. The
causes may come from the changes in applications, virtual
machines, operating systems, and cloud infrastructures. To
this end, TRACON collects statistics on applications and
virtual machines and keeps tracks of the prediction errors of
the models. Upon the occurrence of some predefined events
(e.g., a significant shift of the mean or a large surge in the
variance), TRACON will start to build a new model with
the latest data.

3.2

with the help of these models, TRACON can now schedule
the incoming tasks to different virtual machines in a way
that minimizes the interference effects from co-located applications. In general, optimally mapping tasks to machines in
parallel and distributed computing environments has been
shown to be an NP-complete problem [12]. In this work,
we explore a number of heuristic techniques to find a good
solution for the scheduling problem. Specifically, TRACON
aims to reduce the runtime and improve the I/O throughput
for data-intensive applications in a virtualized environment.
Given a set of tasks T and each task t ∈ T has the runtime of
RTt and the I/O throughput of IOP St , we define the total
runtime RTtotal for this set of tasks as
X
RTtotal =
RTt
(3)

In this work, we explore three different scheduling strategies: online scheduling that reduces the queueing time for
each incoming task by quickly dispatching them to various
virtual machines, batch scheduling that pairs the incoming tasks based on the predicted interference, and mixed
scheduling that aims to balance between both batch and
online scheduling. For comparison, we use an FIFO scheduler as the baseline where the incoming tasks are allocated
to virtual machines in a first-in, first-out order.
Minimum interference online scheduler (MIOS) is
designed to make a quick scheduling decision that becomes
necessary when the tasks arrive at a rapid speed. In such a
scenario, the tasks will arrive at the queue at arbitrary times
and the scheduler will dispatch an incoming task immediately without waiting for later tasks. We design MIOS based
on the concept of the minimum completion time (MCT)
heuristic [8]. With the goal of minimizing the sum of execution times of all tasks, MCT maps each incoming task to
the machine that completes the task in the shortest time.
When a task t arrives, MIOS will predict t’s performance on
each available VM, and assign t to a VM with the best predicted performance. The advantage of MIOS is the ability
to dispatch a task in a short time. On the downside, the task
assignment may not be better than a batch scheduler that
considers more possible assignments. The MIOS algorithm
is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: MIOS
Data: Task ti ;
P ool consists of V Mj,k , where j ∈ 1, . . . , m, and
k ∈ 1, . . . , n ;
M odel is the interference prediction model.
Result: t and V Mj,k assignments.
begin
for each V Mj,k in the Pool do
scorei = Predict(t, V Mj,k , M odel);
end
V Mcandidate = Min(scorei );
Assign(t, V Mcandidate );
end

Minimum Interference Batch Scheduler (MIBS) is
a batch scheduling algorithm based on the concept of the
Min-Min heuristic [17]. In a batch scheduling scenario, the
scheduling process takes place when the queue that holds the
incoming tasks is full. In the first step, the Min-Min heuristic finds a machine with the minimum score (e.g., completion
time) for each task on the queue (the first “Min”). In the
second step, among all task-machine pairs, Min-Min finds
the pair with the minimum score (the second “Min”), and
assigns the selected task to its corresponding machine. This
procedure repeats until the queue is empty.
In TRACON, assume we have a queue of incoming tasks
ti , where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l} and l is the total number of available tasks, and virtual machines are denoted as V Mj,k , where
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} and m is the number of VMs per physical
machine; k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and n is the number of physical
machines. First, MIBS takes the first task candidate1 in
the queue as the input to run MIOS. Second, MIBS chooses
another task candidate2 from the rest of the queued tasks
that has the least interference with candidate1 . Then, MIBS
takes candidate2 as the input to run MIOS. On one hand,
MIBS needs to calculate the interference between the incoming tasks, which may lead to a longer waiting time in the
queue. However, as MIBS considers the pairing of all incoming tasks, it has good chances of improved performance
when the models accurately predict the interference between
different tasks. The algorithm of MIBS scheduling is listed
in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: MIBS
Data: Queue is a task batch of ti , where i ∈ 1, . . . , l ;
V Mj,k are VMs on available machines, where
j ∈ 1, . . . , m, and k ∈ 1, . . . , n ;
M odel is the interference prediction model.
Result: ti and V Mj,k assignments.
begin
while Queue is not empty do
candidate1 = t1 ;
MIOS(candidate1 , V Mj,k , M odel);
for each task ti in the Queue, i 6= 1 do
scorei = Predict(ti , t1 , M odel);
end
// the first "Min"
candidate2 = Min(scorei );
// the second "Min"
MIOS(candidate2 , V Mj,k , M odel);
RemoveFromQueue(candidate1 , candidate2 );
end
end

Minimum Interference miXed scheduler (MIX) intends to combine two algorithms and possibly improve the
performance. The scheduler will not dispatch an assignment of MIBS immediately. Instead, MIX gives every job a
chance to be the first job in the queue when executing MIBS,
and hopes that future assignments would possibly offer new
opportunities for better scheduling decisions. The obvious
drawback here is that for each task, the delay may be increased, although the overall performance could potentially
be improved. The algorithm of MIX scheduling is listed in
Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: MIX
Data: Queue is a task batch of ti , where i ∈ 1, . . . , l ;
V Mj,k are VMs on available machines, where
j ∈ 1, . . . , m, and k ∈ 1, . . . , n ;
M odel is the interference prediction model.
Result: ti and V Mj,k assignments.
begin
while Queue is not empty do
for each task ti in the Queue do
Mark ti as the first task in Queue;
Assignmenti = MIBS(Queue, V Mj,k ,
M odel);
if Assignmenti is better than
AssignmentM IX then
keep Assignmenti as AssignmentM IX ;
end
end
Execute AssignmentM IX ;
RemoveFromQueue(AssignmentM IX );
end
end

In summary, three scheduling strategies have different advantages and drawbacks. MIOS has the lowest scheduling
overhead, MIX has the potential to achieve the best performance while incurring the highest possible overheads, and
MIBS stands in between which we will show shortly can lead
to a good balance between the scheduling performance and
overhead.

4.
4.1

EVALUATION
Data-intensive Benchmarks

As we mostly focus on the I/O performance interference
in a virtualized environment, we select eight data-intensive
benchmarks in this work, covering different applications from
bioinformatics, software development, system administration, data mining, multimedia processing, and server applications. Table 3 summarizes the benchmarks used in this
work. For the I/O intensity, a larger number indicates a
higher IOPS and throughput requirement.
Bioinformatics: It is a crucial task to find similar DNA
or protein sequences for the bioinformatics research. Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) [3] is one of the
most widely used algorithms for identifying local similarity between different biological sequences. This is done by
comparing sequences to databases and identifying sequence
regions with statistically significant scores. BLAST can be
used for multiple purposes, and we choose two NIH BLAST
algorithms blastn and blastp, which are used to answer the
nucleotide and protein queries, respectively [30]. For the
inputs, the nucleotide and protein databases used in this
work are NCBI’s (National Center for Biotechnology Information) NT (12GB) and NR (11GB) databases that contain
the full-set of non-redundant DNA and protein sequences.
Software development: Source code compilation is a
commonly used benchmark for storage systems. During the
compilation process, the compiler reads a number of the
source code files at different time points and writes the object files to disks. Here we compile the Linux kernel of 2.6.18.

Name
blastn
blastp
compile
dedup
email
freqmine
video
web

Table 3:
Category
Bioinformatics
Bioinformatics
Software development
System administration
Server application
Data mining
Multimedia processing
Server application

Data-Intensive Applications and Benchmarks
Description
Data size File count
DNA sequence similarity searching
12 GB
101
Protein sequence similarity searching
11 GB
61
Linux kernel compilation
2.1 GB
1,358
Data compression and deduplication
672 MB
1
Email server workload benchmark
1.6 GB
249,825
Frequent itemset mining
206 MB
1
H.264 video encoding
1.5 GB
1
Web server workload benchmark
160 MB
10,000

System administration: As digital data grows exponentially, deduplication becomes an important task for system administrators to remove data redundancy and reduce
the cost of storage systems. We use dedup from the Parsec
benchmark suite [5]. Dedup applies various data compressions to a data stream in a pipelined manner and writes an
output file with the compressed data. In the test, dedup
uses an input file of 672 MB. Note that we also choose two
other data-intensive benchmarks from Parsec.
Data mining: For data-mining applications, we pick freqmine from Parsec, which mines frequent itemsets from a
206MB input file.
Media processing: Again, we choose a Parsec benchmark called video, which is used to encode an H.264 video
file of 1.5GB. Note that video has the highest IOPS among
all the benchmarks.
Server application: We choose to benchmark two typical enterprise servers, email and web servers. For email
server workload, we use a popular benchmark, postmark [19],
which performs a large number of file operations (create,
read, write, or delete) on small files.
For web server workload, we use the web server profile
in the FileBench [24]. For web benchmark, we evaluate the
IOPS only and do not evaluate runtime because FileBench
takes the runtime as an input. This benchmark simulates
a mix of open/read/close operations of 10,000 files in about
20 directories, and performs append to a file for every ten
reads/writes to simulate the proxy log. In total 100 threads
are used and the average file size is 16KB.
Mixed I/O workload: We utilize eight benchmarks to
generate the workloads with different I/O intensities. In particular, we create three types of workloads, namely the light,
medium, heavy I/O, which represent a mixture of workloads
with low, medium, and high I/O requirements, respectively.
To this end, we sort eight benchmarks based on their IOPS,
which are shown in Table 3. Each number represents the
rank of an application in terms of the I/O intensity. For
example, number 1 represents email with the lowest IOPS
and number 8 means video with the highest IOPS. We generate light, median, and heavy I/O workloads by following
the Gaussian distributions with the means of 2.5, 4, and 5.5,
respectively.

4.2

Simulation Settings

We implement a simulator to emulate the TRACON’s performance in large-scale data centers. The simulator can evaluate two different scenarios with static and dynamic work-

I/O Intensity
6
3
4
7
1
5
8
2

loads. In the first case, we assume that there is a list of applications that are waiting to be processed. The number of
applications equals to the total number of available virtual
machines. Upon the arrival of such workload, the simulator queries the interference prediction module for expected
workload interference and generates a schedule based on the
predicted results. The simulator calculates the performance
by using the actual statistics that have been measured in
the real systems.
In dynamic workload scenario, we assume that the workload arrival rate follows a given distribution, and each task
can be scheduled as soon as possible. When a scheduling
event is triggered, the simulator takes all the tasks in the
queue and current statuses on all VMs as the input, and
queries the prediction module. Next, the scheduler generates an assignment based on the predicted results and the
emulator estimates the actual time and system status by
using previously measured data. Since the workloads are
arriving randomly in time, they may be scheduled in between of executions of their co-located tasks. To address
this, we calculate the new runtime by using the remaining
portion of the work. For example, task A in VM1 and task
B in VM2 are running on the same physical machine from
the beginning. But, task B finishes earlier than task A and a
scheduler puts task C as next task onto VM2. Suppose task
A has already finished 80% of its workload, the remaining
runtime of task A is estimated by assuming that 20% of its
workload runs concurrently with task C.
We run the simulations for a data center with 8 to 1,024
machines, and scale up to 10,000 machines. We measure the
real effects of interference and use the measured data for simulation. All evaluations and measurements are conducted on
Dell machines with 2.93 GHz Intel Core2 Duo E7500 processor, 4GB RAM, and a 1TB Samsung SATA hard drive,
with Linux kernel 2.6.18 and Xen 3.1.2. Each VM is allocated with one virtual CPU, 512MB RAM, and 200GB disk
space. For simplicity, we assume that the machines are homogeneous in the data center. For all the experiments, we
report the average value of three runs. The emulation results
are compared to the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) scheduler,
which is served as a baseline in the following experiments.

4.3

Performance of Prediction Models

We profile and model the eight benchmarks with the methods described in Section 3.1. The prediction error is defined as | predicted value − actual value | / actual value.
Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show the prediction errors of LM, NLM,
and WMM on the runtime and IOPS with respect to differ-
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Figure 3: Model prediction errors. The column heights represent the average prediction errors, and the error
bars represent the standard deviations

4.4

errors than WMM and LM, but also has better performance
in assisting the scheduler to minimize the runtime and increase the I/O throughput. In this experiment, a batch of
32 tasks are scheduled on to a cluster with 16 machines and
each machine has two VMs.
WMM

LM

NLM
IOBoost

1.5

Speedup

ent benchmarks.
For both models, NLM’s prediction errors stay relatively
stable across different benchmarks. For the benchmarks
with many random I/O operations, like compile or web, LM
and WMM have higher prediction errors than those with
mainly sequential I/O operations, like video. The differences between linear and non-linear models are mostly contributed by the bursty I/O patterns from the applications,
which makes the linearity hard to hold in such cases. We
find that adding degree-2 terms into a model significantly
reduces the prediction error. In general, NLM has 10% prediction errors compared to 20% or more for LM and WMM.
The improvement is bigger when applying the models on
the IOPS. Note that NLM is also more stable with small
standard deviations, shown as the error bars in the figure.
We also want to point out that, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the
fourth parameter, global CPU utilization, is very important
for the model to achieve high accuracy. Without it, NLM
would have much larger prediction errors, e.g., twice as much
for blastn.

1

MIBSRT

MIBSIO
Scheduler

Figure 4: Task scheduling with different models.
The column heights represent the average runtime
and IOPS improvements, and the error bars represent the standard deviations

Task Scheduling with Different Models

We evaluate the effectiveness of different prediction models when used in the scheduler. In each run, we generate a
batch of tasks by randomly uniformly sampling tasks from
the eight applications. For a batch of tasks, three schedules
are generated by MIBS with WMM, LM, and NLM respectively. The performance numbers are normalized to those
from the FIFO scheduler. Let the total runtime of tasks
scheduled by a scheduler S be RTS and the one by FIFO be
RTF IF O . The runtime improvement, speedup, is defined as
RTF IF O
.
(5)
RTS
Similarly, let the total IOPS of tasks scheduled by a scheduler S be IOP SS and the one by FIFO be IOP SF IF O . The
throughput improvement, IOBoost, is defined as
Speedup =

IOP SS
.
(6)
IOP SF IF O
Let the MIBSRT be the MIBS with the goal to minimize the total runtime and MIBSIO be the MIBS with the
goal to maximize the total IOPS. Fig. 4 shows Speedup and
IOBoost by MIBSRT and MIBSIO when using WMM, LM,
and NLM respectively. NLM not only has lower prediction
IOBoost =

4.5

NLM Prediction Accuracy

In this section, we analyze NLM’s ability in determining
the minimum runtime and maximum throughput. Fig. 5
shows the predicted minimum, measured (real) minimum,
average, and maximum runtimes of each application when
it runs concurrently with other applications. One can see
that NLM is able to closely predict a benchmark’s minimum
runtime, and the predicted minimum never goes beyond the
measured average or maximum runtimes. Similarly, NLM
performs well on the IOPS predictions as shown in Fig. 6.
The predicted maximum IOPS is always within a small distance from the measured maximum throughput.

4.6

Model Adaption

Our models can make dynamic adjustments to improve
the prediction accuracy during the runtime. In this experiment, we build an initial interference model of blastn with
application statistics (a total of 500 data points) collected
on a machine with local storage devices. Then we use this
model to predict the blastn’s runtime and IOPS on the machine with identical software and hardware setting, but instead using remote storage devices via the iSCSI (Internet
SCSI) interface.

3.0
2.0
1.0

4.7

0.0

Static workload: In a static workload scenario, we use
workloads with different I/O intensities to examine the improvements when we schedule it using MIBSRT and MIBSIO .
Fig. 8 demonstrates the speedups from MIBSRT and MIBSIO
with respect to different numbers of machines and I/O workloads. For the heavy I/O workload, both MIBSRT and
MIBSIO get limited speedups because there is no much room
to reduce the interference - almost all combinations in this
workload likely severely interfere with each other. MIBSRT
outperforms MIBSIO in this case because the I/O bandwidth has been saturated. When the workload has the light
I/O intensity, both MIBSRT and MIBSIO achieve significantly better performance, with 30% speedups, than with
the heavy I/O workload. Intuitively, in this case, even FIFO
could have a good chance to encounter less interference.
The best performance is achieved for the medium I/O
workload, where both MIBSRT and MIBSIO obtain more
than 40% improvement over FIFO. In addition, MIBSIO
beats FIFO by 1.5 times when there are 1,024 machines.
Note that MIBSIO outperforms MIBSRT in this case because it can effectively increase the I/O utilization without
utilizing all the bandwidth.
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Figure 5: Predicted minimum runtime of each application compared to measured minimum, average,
and maximum runtimes
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Figure 6: Predicted maximum IOPS of each application compared to measured minimum, average, and
maximum IOPS
In Fig. 7, we can see that different storage devices can result in dramatic drops in prediction accuracy for our blastn
models - the prediction error of IOPS model increases from
12% to 83%, and the prediction error of runtime increases
from 12% to 160%. In this case, TRACON continues to
collect the application statistics from the runtime environment, and gradually replaces the old training data with the
newly collected data. We rebuild the models when every 160
new data points are collected. As shown in Fig. 7, TRACON is able to reduce the prediction accuracy quickly to
the same level of around 10% as it was before. If the environment remains unchanged, that is, the local storage is
used throughout the experiment, the model can be slightly
improved although the difference between the old and new
models is too small to be distinguishable in Fig. 7.
1.6
Prediction error

In summary, NLM has a lower prediction error and better
performance than both LM and WMM. In addition, it is able
to dynamically adjust its prediction accuracy when adapting
to a different environment. Therefore, we will use NLM as
the prediction module in the following experiments.
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Figure 8: Speedup by MIBSRT and MIBSIO
Dynamic workload: Most data centers are dealing with
the tasks that arrive dynamically and need to schedule them
in a real-time fashion. In this section, we assume that task
arrival rate follows a Poisson process with an average rate
of λ tasks per minute. The throughput TS is defined as the
number of tasks completed on a system with the scheduler
S in a time period. The normalized throughput is defined
as TS / TF IF O .
Suppose that the schedulers are MIBS8 , MIOS, and MIX8
where the subscripts here represent a queue length of eight
tasks and there are ten hours to process tasks in a data
center with 64 machines. We present in Fig. 9 the normalized throughputs of MIBS8 , MIOS and MIX8 when the
workloads have light, medium, or heavy I/O intensities, respectively. When λ is small, three schedulers have similar
throughputs because the data center is idle for most of the
time. That is, a scheduler can always find an idle machine
for an incoming task. As λ goes up, the machines are gradually occupied, and the advantages of a scheduling algorithm
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Figure 9: Normalized throughputs of MIBS8 , MIOS
and MIX8 at λ tasks per minute
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Figure 10: Normalized throughputs of MIBS for different λ and queue lengths
become more obvious. In this case, although MIX8 has the
best performance, MIBS8 ’s performance is very close with
a smaller overhead, which makes it more suitable for dynamic workloads. Similar to the previous results for static
workload, three schedulers can achieve higher throughputs
for the medium I/O workload than the light and heavy I/O
workloads.
Fig. 10 shows these normalized throughputs of MIBS are
improved as λ increases. We vary the queue length of MIBS
from two, four, to eight. The trend remains that for different
queue lengths, MIBS works best for medium I/O workload.
The performance improves when the queue length increases,
e.g., at λ of 100, MIBS8 achieves about 10% higher throughput than MIBS4 and MIBS2 .
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Figure 11: Normalized throughputs of MIBS8 ,
MIOS and MIX8 for different number of machines
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We explore the performance of different schedulers when
using 8 to 1,024 machines with λ = 1, 000. Fig. 11 shows
MIBS8 ’s throughput is close to MIX8 ’s and the gap is reduced as the number of machines increases. In this case,
MIBS8 is a better solution because it has a smaller scheduling overhead while achieving an approximate throughput as
MIX8 . In contrast, MIOS has the least performance improvement over FIFO. If we scale the data center to 10,000
machines and λ = 10, 000, the normalized throughput of
MIBS8 with the medium I/O workload remains high with
40% improvement.
Fig. 12 demonstrates the changes in normalized throughputs of MIBS8 , MIBS4 , and MIBS2 when the number of
machines increases. Similar to varied λ in Fig. 10, MIBS
with a longer queue has a higher I/O throughput than ones
with a shorter queue.
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Figure 12: Normalized throughputs of MIBS for different number of machines and queue lengths

5.

CONCLUSION

Virtualization has become the key for data centers to
achieve excellent resource utilization, scalability, and high
availability. In this work, we investigate the performance
effects of co-located data-intensive applications in virtualized environments, and propose a management system TRACON that mitigates the interference effects from concurrent
data-intensive applications and greatly improves the overall
system performance. First, we study the use of statistical modeling techniques to build three different models of
performance interference, and propose to use the non-linear
models as the prediction module in TRACON. Second, we
develop three scheduling algorithms that work with the prediction module to manage the task assignments in virtualized data centers.
In the future, we plan to extend this work with different
modeling techniques to build a more accurate model and
reduce the modeling and profiling overheads. We also plan
to investigate new scheduling algorithms to further reduce
scheduling overheads while maintaining a good system performance. Furthermore, we will explore I/O interference effects on various storage devices, e.g., RAID and solid-state
drives (SSD), as well as network storage systems.
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